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The search is on for words made exclusively from the letters in alphabetically-adjacent letter pairs: These are the pairs:

AB  BC  CD  DE  EF  FG  GH  HI  IJ  JK  KL  LM  MN  NO  OP  PQ  QR  RS
ST  TU  UV  VW  WX  XY  YZ

BA  CB  DC  ED  FE  GF  HG  IH  JI  LK  ML  NM  ON  PO  RQ  SR
TS  UT  VU  WV  WX  XY  YZ

The letters can be anywhere in the word, in any order  eg.  GHI + NO + ST = HOSTING

AB  +  AB  =  ABBA

   +  DE  =  ABED  BADE  BEAD
   +  LM  =  BALM  LAMB
   +  RS  =  BARS  BRAS
   +  ST  =  STAB  BATS  TABS
   +  TU  =  ABUT  TUBA
   +  DE  +  DE  =  BEADED
   +  DE  +  LM  =  AMBLED  LAMBED  BLAMED
   +  DE  +  RS  =  DEBARS  BREADS  BEARDS
   +  DE  +  ST  =  BASTED
   +  HI  +  ST  =  HABITS
   +  NO  +  RS  =  BARONS
   +  NO  +  ST  =  BATONS

AB  +  RST  =  BARTS  BRATS

AB  +  STU  =  TUBAS  ABUTS

ABC  +  KL  =  BLACK
+ NO = BACON
+ RS = CRABS
+ RST = BRACTS
+ NO + RS = CARBONS

ABCDEFGH

+ KL = BLACKED
+ LM + RS = SCRAMBLED

CD

+ DE + HI = CHIDED

CDE

+ NO = CONED
+ OP = COPED
+ NO + RS = SCORNE
+ NO + TU = COUNTED
+ RSTU = CRUDEST CRUSTED

DE

+ DE = DEED
+ EF = FEED
+ HI = HIDE
+ MN = MEND
+ NO = DONE NODE
+ OP = DOPE PODE
+ RS = REDS
+ ST = STED TEDS
+ TU = DUET
+ MNO = DEMON
+ DE + GH = HEDGED
+ DE + MN = MENDED
+ DE + TU = DUETED
+ EF + RS = DEFERS
+ HI + RST = SHIRTED
+ IJ + NO = JOINED
+ KL + OP = POLKED
+ KL + NOP = PLONKED
+ NO + RS = DRONES SNORED
+ NO + ST = STONED
+ OP + OP = POOPED
+ OP + RS = DOPERS SPORED
+ OP + ST = DEPOTS DESPOT POSTED
+ OP + TU = POUTED
+ OP + RST = DEPORTS SPORTED
+ OP + RSTU = POSTURED SPROUTED
+ RS + TU = DUSTER RUSTED
+ NOP + OP + ST = POSTPONED
+ EF + ON + ST = SOFTENED

DEF + RS = FREDS
EF + RS = REFS SERF
+ ST = FEST
+ NO + ST = SOFTEN

EF + RST = FRETS

GH + HI = HIGH
+ NO = HONG
+ HI + ST = THIGHS
+ NO + ST = THONGS

GHI + RST = RIGHTS

HI + NOP + ST = SHIPTON

HI + ST = HIST! HITS SHIT THIS
HI + RST = SHIRT HIRST (surname)
IJ + NO = JOIN
IJ + NO + ST = JOINTS
KL + OP = POLKED
NO + NO = NOON
NO + RS = RONS
NO + ST = NOTS SNOT TONS
NO + STU = SNOT
NO + NO + OP + ST = PONTOONS
NO + ST + STU = SUTTONS
NOP + TU = UPTON (in Cheshire)
OP + RS = PROS
    + ST = OPTS POST POTS SPOT STOP
    + TU = POUT
OP + RS + ST = SPORTS
OP + RS + STU = SPROUTS
OP + RST = PROST SPORT PORTS STROP
OP + RSTU = PROUST SPROUT
RS + TU = RUST RUTS
PHRASES

AB + DE + MN = MAD BEN
AB + LM + OP + ST = STOP LAMB
AB + NO + RS = NO BARS
DE + HI + OP + ST = HIDE TOPS
GHI + NO + ST = GIN’S HOT
HI + NO + ST = SO THIN
NO + NO + OP + ST = NOT SPOON
NO + OP + RST = RON’S TOP
OP + RST U = SUP TOR (a first name)